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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
01/06/16  

Safe have off North Korea lifts gold but pressures PGM's  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +6.30, SILVER +2.40, PLATINUM +0.10  

 

Early Gold Change +$8.50 from the prior session. LME Copper Stocks 235,850 
tons +625 tons Shanghai copper stocks -4,981 tons to 177,854 tons.  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities were mostly lower overnight with the exceptions being 
the CSI 300 and the Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite. US stocks seem to be posting more significant 
declines in the wake of news that North Korea might have successfully tested a small nuclear bomb. With a 
decline in Euro zone November PPI and the North Korean threat it is not surprising to see a quasi-risk-off 
environment this morning. The US economic data flow kicks off with weekly MBA mortgage data, which will 
include the previous two weeks because of the Christmas Holiday. A reading on December private sector hiring is 
expected to pullback from the 217,000 job gain last month. Next on the calendar is November US trade balance, 
which is forecast to show a slightly larger deficit than the -$43.89 billion in October. The next US data window 
offers a look at December ISM non-manufacturing PMI, which is expected to have ticked up from the 55.9 reading 
in November. The same time frame provides a look at November factory orders that are anticipated to have 
contracted on the month, and off the +1.5% pace in October. The US afternoon trading hours will receive the 
FOMC minutes from the December 15-16th meeting, which will be scrutinized for the course of interest rates in 
2016. US corporate earnings are expected from Monsanto ahead of the Wall Street opening.  

 

 
GOLD / SILVER 
February gold remains took out the recent highs despite ongoing strength in the Dollar. While safe haven fears off 
the Middle East have moderated that flight to quality issue has been replaced by evidence that North Korea 
managed a successful test of a small nuclear device. Surprisingly a rising Dollar continues to unfold and gold and 
silver appear largely unconcerned. It should be noted that the last time the Dollar Index rose above the 100.00 
level that resulted in a decline to fresh contract lows in gold. However, from the initial rise above 100.00 in the 
Dollar Index, it took 7 trading sessions to drop gold $52 an ounce. While we can't discount renewed uncertainty 
off sharp declines in US equities, it has been nearly 48 hours since Saudi Arabia discontinued diplomatic relations 
with Iran and little has surfaced from that front. While volume jumped up on the first trading session of the year in 
gold futures, open interest declined and volume dropped yesterday and that would seem to suggest the bull camp 
isn't fully committed to the bull case. However, news of solid jewelry demand in India overnight and talk of positive 
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action in gold ETF instruments yesterday shows a stirring of demand in the wake of the December 31st to 
January 6th low to high rally of nearly $32 an ounce in gold futures.  

 

PLATINUM  
With a fresh new high for the move in April platinum yesterday, it is clear that the platinum market is indeed a 
recovery commodity. In other words, platinum prices aren't being driven by safe haven issues, but instead they 
being driven by "risk on" conditions. Therefore, we would expect a tighter correlation with equities than with gold 
in the coming trading sessions. One might consider buying palladium and selling platinum after the action in that 
spread on Tuesday. We suspect that platinum market benefited from reports of record US auto sales yesterday 
especially with some analysts predicting strong car sales in 2016, and therefore our interest in an auto-catalyst 
demand rally in platinum and palladium is well-founded. However, we don't want to suggest that platinum and 
palladium can rally in the short term without more upbeat economic views world-wide. Uptrend channel support in 
April platinum is seen down at $875, with similar support in March palladium seen down at $520  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS 
We don't like to buy gold after a rally, especially off sharp declines in equities or more specifically in the face of a 
Dollar rally. However, another higher high from the move and the North Korean news flow certainly extends the 
safe haven angle for February gold and that could target a rise to the December high of $1,088.30. Near term 
support moves up to $1,083 in February gold with similar support in March silver seen at $13.91. Once the Dollar 
reaches the early December highs we will become increasingly interested in the short side of gold.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
01/06/16  
Bears back in control despite favorable Chinese stock buying  

 

GENERAL: While the bulls might argue that copper technically remains in an 
uptrend from the late November lows, a lot of bearish baggage is piling up on 
the sidelines. So far, sharp gains in the Dollar have been discounted and so far 
outsized declines in equities are thought to be a temporary issue. The copper 
market was cheered yesterday by the Chinese effort to stabilize their equity 
markets and copper was temporarily supported in the face of record US auto 
sales results. In the end, the copper bears have the edge this morning off North Korean nuclear tests and 
significant losses in US equities to start the Wednesday action. Copper might draft some support from news that 
the Chinese state stockpile was going to resume purchases and ordinarily that would lift copper prices sharply but 
in the current environment sharp declines in many global equities takes the copper market's attention temporarily 
off China.  
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TODAY’S MARKET IDEAS 
While March copper managed to respect uptrend channel line support down at $2.0690 yesterday that level was 
violated early today. Unfortunately for the bull camp, open interest in copper rose on the slide from last week's 
highs, and that suggests a fair amount of bearish sentiment remains in play even if the net spec and fund short is 
growing again. Even record US auto sales for 2015 and predictions of strong auto sales in 2016 have failed to 
support prices. Technically, we can't rule out a return to the early December consolidation zone that is bound by 
$2.0785 to $2.0430.  
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